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INTRODUCTION TO INSTALLATION  `

Introduction

The   SSFFI   Panel   is  an   economical   snap-
together  panel  with  a  1"  standing  seam  for
use  over  a  solid  deck.    Panels  are  installed
by  using  a  pancake  fastener  in  the  panel's
fastener flange.

Specifications
The Strongseam SSFFI  Panel is available in
both 26 ga. WeatherxL and 24 ga. Kynar with
widths  ranging  from  12"  to  24".    Mpl  stocks
eight  colors  for  16"  wide   panels  in   26  ga.
WeatherxL.   Minimum recommended slope is
3:12.   Pan striations are required for all 26 ga.

panels.

Maximum    panel    lengths    are    constrained
only  by  practical  handling  and  transportation
limitations,    typically   a    maximum   of   55   ft.
Panels  exceeding  55 ft. will  be  roll-formed  at
the jobsite.
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Testing

UL90 #169 Uplift Rating

UL2218 Class lv/Impact Resistance

UL790 Class A/Fire Resistance

Recommended Tools

I Cordless Screw Gun

• Snips

• Tape Measure

• Electric Metal Shear or Circular Saw

• Caulk Gun

• Pop Rivet Tool

I Chalk Line

• BDuckbilr Locking Pliers

I Hemming Tool

- Electrical Extension Cord

lnstal[er must have experience using the tools
llsted above for metal rooflng lnstallatlon.

Safety
Use extreme cauton when walking on a metal
roof.    Mefal  panels  may  become  slippery,  so
always wear shoes with nan-slip soles.  Avoid
working on  metal  roofs  during wet conditions.'
Do  not walk  on  a  metal  roof which  does  not
have a solid deck beneath it.  If you must, walk
on  the  purlins  only.    Always  use  appropriate
safety   harnesses.   OSHA  safety   regulations
should be complied with at all times.

A  caution  A
Always wbar heavy gloves when working with
steel  panels to avoid  cuts from  sharp  edges.
When  power  a;uttjng  or  drilling  steel  panels,
always  wear  safety  glasses  to  prevent  eye
irtyury from flying debris.
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Production Lead Time

Please  consult your Mpl sales  representative
for  accurate  order  production  time.     Large
orders,  nonrstandard  colors  or  custom  panel
fabrication may require longer lead times.

Packaging

For standard orders, panels are crated for truck
shipment.  Custom shipping requirements may
be accommodated at an additional charge.

(lllustration to demonstrate packaging methods
only.)
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STORAGE & HANDLING

Storage

When   metal   panels   will   NOT   to   be   used
immediately,  store  inside  in  a  well-ventilated,
dry   location.       Outdoor   storage    is    not
recommended and may void warranties; to
do so is at the customer's own risk.

Standing   Seam   panels   are  shipped  with   a
plastic  peelroff  protective  film,  which  should
be  removed  shortly after taking  receipt of the
panels.   Panels left in the sun. or stored for
an  extended  amount  of  time  may  cause
the protective film to permanently bond to
the panel paint.   Extended storage of crated
panels is not recommended.

Panels  mllst  not  be  stored  near  or  come  in
contact  with  salt  water,  corrosive  chemicals,
ash, or solvent fumes, or come in contact with
wet or green lumber

lf panel crates must be stored outside,  strictly
adhere to these requirements:

1.   Storage   area   should   be   level,   and
should  be located to minimize handling
of crate during construction.

2.   For  storage  on  bare  ground,  place  a
plastic ground cover as a barrier under
the   crate   to    minimize    exposure   to
moisture, dirt or dust from the soil.

3.   Store   crate   above   the   ground   by   a
minimllm   c)f  6"  to  allow  air  circLIlation
beneath   the   crate,    and   to   prevent
damage from rising water.

4.   Inspect   stored   crate   frequently   and
repair  any  tears  or  punctures   in  the
water+esistant cover with a compatible
waterproof tape.

5.   Recover opened crate at the end of
each day to prevent entry of moisture
and exposure to sunlight.
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Protective Film Removail

Painted   panels   may   have   a   protective   film
layer  applied  to  the  outside  finish  to  prevent
possible   damage   to   the   painted    surface.
Remove the protective film layer promptly,
before   exposing   to   direct   sunlight   and
high  temperatures.   After  exposure  to  heat
or   sunlight,   the   protective   film   cannot   be
removed.     Never   leave  the  protective  film
on the  panels after installation.   Metal  Panels
lnc.  cannot be held  liable for damage to metal
caused   by  improper  storage  and  failure  to
remove protective film.

Some Safety Precautions

To  prevent  injury,  always  wear  gloves  when
working   with    steel   panels.       Wear   safety
glasses  when  cutting  or  drilling  steel  panels,
and  remove  any  metal  shavings  immediately
to  reduce risk of eye  injury from flying debris.
Avoid  walking  on  metal  panels;  lf  you  must
walk  on  a  metal  roof,  use  extreme  caution.
Wear  shoes  with   non-slip   soles,   for   metal
panels  can  become  slippery  even  dry.   Avoid
working  on  metal  roofs during wet conditions
when the panels can become extremely slick.
Walking  or  standing  on  a   metal  roof  which
does  not  have  a  solid  deck  beneath  it  is  not
recommended.     If  unavoidable,  always  walk
on the purlins,  never between.   Do not for any
reason walk on a roof made of material thinner
than 29 gauge.

Roof Storage

For  convenient  handling,   MPI  SSFFl   panel
crates  can  be  lifted  and  placed  on  the  roof.
When   lifting   crated  sheets,   make  sure  they
are  adequately  supported.    Panels  less  than
20  ft.   in  length  may  be  lifted  with  a  forklift.
When  lifting  panels  in  excess  of  20  ft.,  it  is
recommended  that a  spreader bar with slings
be used,  or use two forklifts.   When  lifting,  do
not leave more than  1/3rd of the  panel length
un§upported. (See fig. 2)

Determine  best  location  for  crate  placement
by  how  much  area  that  crate  of  panels  will
cover.    Crates  should  be  placed  on  the  roof
facing  the  same  direction  that the  panels will
be  installed.    Make  certain  to  keep  the  area
clear  for  your  markings  and  string  lines  that
verify squareness of roof.

Fig. 2
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Receiving Materials

The  installer  has  the  responsibility  to  unload
material  from  the  delivery truck.  The  installer
must   provide   suitable   equipment  for  safely
unloading all materials from the delivery truck.

After receiving  your order, verify the condition
of  the   material  and   compare  the  shipment
against the shipping  list to ensure all  ordered
items  have  been  received.     If  damages  or
shortages are discovered, note the discrepency
on  the  shipping  copy  at  time  of  delivery.     If
replacement  material   is   required,   you   must
contact  Metal  Panels  lnc.  to  place  the  order.
Report  any  damages  or  shortages  to  Metal
Panels  lnc.  within  48  hours from  the time  of
shipment.

A  caution  A
Improper loading  and  unloading Of crate may
result in bodily harm and/or material damage.
Metal Panels lnc.   is not responsible for bodily
iniunes   andlor   materlal   damages   resulting
from improper loading or unloading.

General Handling

Each crate should be handled with care to avoid
product  damage.   Proper handling  should  be
used to prevent bending  panels or scratching
the  finish.    To  prevent  panel  damage,  follow
these steps for unloading and handling crate:

1 .   Crate should remain unopened and
intact during any handling and remain
so until the panels are ready to be
installed.

2.   Always lift crate as close as possible to
its center of gravity

3.   When lifting by crane, use a spreader
bar of appropriate length and nylon
band slings.   (Do not use cable slings.
They will damage panels.)

4.   A panel crate of manageable length
may be lifted by forklift.   Set forklift
forks to their maximum spacing apart,
and center the load on the forks to
prevent panel damage.   Never lift a
panel by its ends.   Cany a panel by
its longitudinal edge and in a vertical
(not flat) position.   For panels over 10
ft., two or more people should lift and
carry the panel from the same edge.
(see fig. 3)

5.   Once a crate is opened, individual
panels must be handled with care
to prevent panel buckling or finish
damage.

6.   Gloves must always be worn when
handling panels.

fig. 3
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Ivlechanical Handling

Using  a  Forklift

A forklift  may  be  used  for panels  up to  20  ft.
Set  the  forks  at  their  maximum  separation
and   center  the   load   on   the  forks.     When
transporting crate across rough terrain, or over
a  long  distance,  use  nylon  straps  or  similar
means   of  additional   support  for  the   crate.
Never transport open crate.

Using a Crane

For  lifting  panel  crate  greater  than  20  ft.  in
length,   a   crane   is   recommended,   or   two
forklifts.  Utilize an appropriate spreader bar to
ensure even distribution of the weight to the lift
points.  No more than 1/3rd of the length of the
panel  should  be  left  unsupported  when  lifting
panel  crate.    Canvas  or  nylon  slings  should
be  used to  lift panels.   DO  NOT use cable or
chains -they will damage the panels.

Foot Traffic

Walking on a metal roof can cause distortion of
panels  and  damage to the finish.   Foot traffic
on an installed roof system must be kept to an
absolute minimum.   If continuous foot traffic is
necessary for maintenance over the roof, then
a permanent walkway should be installed.

For   foot   traffic   during    installation,    provide
walking platforms to avoid any panel damage.

If walking  on  the  roof  panels  is  unavoidable,
walk  only  in  the  flats  of the  panel;  walking  on
the ribs can damage the panels.

A  caution  A
Metal roof installers must be in full compliance
with all applicable safety regulations including
OSHA regiilations.

Field Cutting

lln  snips,  portable  shear  or  a  "nibbler  type
electric tool are recommended for field cutting
Strongseam  SSFFl  panels.    If a  skill  saw  is
used,  the  blade will  generate  slivers  of metal
chips.   Any  metal  chips  must  be  immediately
removed  from  the  panel   because  they  will
damage the finish and induce rust staining.

One approach to addressing this problem is to
flip  the  panels  over when  cutting.   The  metal
slivers  can  be  brushed  away  from  the  back
side,  preventing finish damage to the top side
of the panels.

A  caution  A
All  roof  or  panel  surfaces  must  be  free  of
debris  at  all times`    Installed  surfaces  should
be wiped clean  at the end of each work day.
Never  cut  panels  over  other  metal  surfaces.
Metal  shavings will  rust on the  surface which
will void the warranty.

Always wear goggles for eye protection when
cutting metal panels.
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Touch-up Paint

AIl   painted   panels,   trim   and  flashings  have
a  factory-applied   healcured   finish.     During
handling and installation, a panel may become
slightly scratched  or nicked.   Brush-on  touch-
up  paint  i§  available  in  matching  colors.    It  is
recommended that a very small brush be used
to  apply  touch-up  paint  only  to  those  areas
that are in need of repair (apply touch-up paint
to  the  scratch  itself.  Do  not  paint  over panel
finish).   Be aware that toilch-up paint does not
have the superior chalk and fade resistance of
the factory-applied finish and will likely discolor
at an accelerated rate.  Avo/.d usi.ng aeroso/
paint  because  Of  the  reduced  durability
and significant overspray that may occur.
Periodic touch-up may be required to maintain
color   match.       Due   to   the   limitations   and
formulation   of   fieldrdpplied   touch-up   paint,
there is no warranty offered for color match or
durability of the product.

When     touching     up     scratches     in     pan-
els    or   flashing,    it   is    VERY    IMPORTANT
not  to   over  paint  the   area  to   be   touched
up.      Because   of  the   curing   solvent   which
must     be     added,      airdry     formula     toudi-
up         paint         WEATHERS         DIFFERENTIV
than    the    thermoset    formula    paint    which
is      applied      on      the      coil      coating      line.
For this reason,  large brush  strokes will create
an  unsightly appearance  and  will worsen  over
time,  becoming aesthetically unacceptable.

Use an "Artist'§ BrusH
with a fine "Liner" point.

§=!:tctt:h:ac,°cIThIT#F:::he-,Uopr
trim.
Shake paint bottle thor-
oughly for at least 2 minutes
to insure accurate color
match.

Test for color match on a
small area out of line of
Sight. AIIow to dry com-
pletely.

&gE,tyc::feea,jonne,yo:Pajn„o
do NOT overpaint or blend.
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Design Considerations

Insulation  & Ventilation

Properly designed and installed vapor barriers
and ventilation systems prevent condensation
and the resulting moisture damage and loss of
insulation efficiency.

When     highly-humid    air    contacts    building
surfaces    that    are    below   the    dew    point
temperature of the air, condensation will occur.

Proper insulation can provide resistance to heat
transfer  and  protection  against  condensation
forming  on cooler surfaces within the building
or the roof system.

The building designer is responsible to specify
an  appropriate  vapor  retarder  and  insulation
system  for  the  project.    Basic  guidelines  for
control of condensation are as follows:

1.   Faced  insulation  (insulation  with  vapor
retarder)  should   be  installed  with  the
facing   toward   the   warm   side   of  the
insulated area, typically, the interior of a
building.

2.   Insulation     R-value     must     be     high
enough  to  maintain  the  temperatures
of the vapor retarder above the interior
dew  point,  using  "worst-case"  outside
temperatures for a reference

3.   Seal   all   seams   and   penetrations   of
the  vapor  barrier  in   order  to  provide
a  continuous  membrane  to  resist  the
passage of water vapor.

4.   Structure         ventilation         contributes
signiflcantly  to  reducing  condensation.
Whether by passive or active (powered )
venting,  air  movement  to  the  outside
of  the  building  reduces  interior  vapor
pressure.

Buildings  with  attic  space  or  retrofitted  metal
roofing system require vents at the eaves and
peak of the roof in order to prevent a buildup of
moisture under the roof.

Check local building codes for properventilation

practices for your area.

VENT AT
EAVE

iE
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Roofing Substraites

ln      warm      weather      climates,      synthetic
underlayment should be used over the existing
decking.     The   high   temperature   resistance

prevents  it  from  sticking  to  the   panels  and
tearing,  which  can  occur  with  asphalt-based
felt paper.

In colder climates, ice and water shield should
be  used  at the  valley  and  eave.   Apply  over
the decking before installation of the synthetic
underlayment.

A  caution  A
Use    appropriate   safety   precautions   when
applying  synthetic  substrates  because  they
can be slippery

Roof Pitch Chart

Reference   the   chart   below   for   specifying
Strongseam SSFFl  panels and trims.

fig. 4

IIIII

H

I
(Li I (H) Piiprvalleyl

Eave I-F-
(F) x (Pitch Factor)=S

PITCH PITCH FACTOR HiprvALLEyFACTOR PITCH PITCH FACTOR HIPIVALLEYFACTOF{

3:12 1 .0308 1 .4362 8:12 1.2019 1 -5635

4:12 1 .0541 1 .4530 9:12 1 .2500 1 .6008

5:12 1 .0833 1 .4743 10: 1 2 1.3017 1.6415

6:12 1 , 1 1 80 1.5000 11:12 1.3566 1 .6853

7:12 1 .1577 1.5298 12: 12 1.4142 1 .7320
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Please  familiarize  yourself with  all  installation
instructions before starting wori<.

Prior to  panel  installation,  the  installer should
examine  the   decking   or  framing   to   ensure
that all supporting  members are straight,  level
and  plumb  to  help  prevent  panel  distortion.
Substructures should  be designed to meet all
applicable code requirements.

Panels  must  be  installed  straight,  plumb  and
square  to the  eave.    Some  field  cutting  and
fitting of panels and trims, as well as minorfield
corrections  are  a  part  of  normal  instal]ation
work.

Fo llow       the       in an ufactu rer.s       i nsta llati o n

procedures,  including  fastener  methods  and
creation   of   penetrations.      Trim   should   be
installed in proper alignment with the panels.

Sealants    must    be    fieldapplied    according
to  manufacturer's  instructions  on  dry,  clean
surfaces.

AIl trims,  closures and  accessories shown  on
the  installation   drawings  are  available  from
Metal Panels lnc. unless otherwise noted.

Oil-canning   in  the  flat  area  of  the  panel   is
common  to  the  industry  and  does  not  affect
the integrity of the panel.   Oil-canning  is not a
reason for rejection.

The installer is responsible to insure a suitable
decking prior to the application of Strongseam
SSFFl    panels.       Panel   distortions   caused
by  handling,  uneven  decking,  ripples  or  laps
in   the   underlayment,   construction   debris  or
extreme temperature  changes  are  not  cause
for rejection of material.

Substructure Precautions

Panel   distortion   may   occur   if  applied   over
misaligned or nan-uniform substructure. Check
the roof deck for squareness before  installing
Strongseam SSFFl  panels.

16
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Two  methods for verifying  squareness  of the
structure   for   proper   panel   installation   are
shown below.

Method 1:

Measure  diagonally  across  one  slope  of the
roof from  similar points at the  ridge and eave
and obtain the same dimension.   Note that it is
possible that a roof is out of square even with
identical measurements.  To verify, additionally
measure the two longest sides.

EEiiE

\
I/

\1//
t`'

Method 2:

A  34-5  triangulation  system  may  be  used.
Measure  a  point from  the  corner to the  edge
of the roof at a multiple of three (3).   Measure
another point from the same corner along the
other edge at a multiple of four (4)

Then,  measure  diagonally  between  the  two
points  established;  the  dimension  should  be
exactly a multiple of five (5) to have a square
comer.   Use this approach on  more than one
comer of a slope to verify building squareness.
If the endwall cannot be made square, the roof
system cannot be correctly installed.

METHOD 2:

17
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General Installation Overview

Familiarize     yourself     with      all      installation
instructions   before   starting   work.       Before
beginning installation, you should examine the
substrateorframingtoensurethatallsupporting
members  are   straight,   level,   and   plumb  to
avoid   any   panel   distortion.      Substmuctures
should  be  designed  and  constructed to meet
all necessary code requirements.

Some  field  cutting  and  fitting  of  panels  and
trims  is  to  be  expected  by  the  installer  and
minor  field  corrections  are  a  part  of  normal
installation work.

It js the  responsibility Of the installer to ensure
a suitable substrate prior to the application  of
a standing  seam  roof.   Pan wave,  commonly
known  as  "oil¢anning"  in  tlie  panel  can  be
caused  by  an  uneven  substrate,   ripples,  or
laps   in  the  vapor  barrier,   debris,   protruding
nails, staples or screws and are not defects in
the  material  and  are  not  the  responsibility  of
Metal Panels  lnc.

Oil-canning  distortion   in  the  flat  area  of  the
panels is common to the industry and does not
affect the integrity of the panel.  Therefore, ojl-
canning is not a reason for rejection.   Optional
striations reduce the frequency and severity of
oil-canning.

AIl trims, tools,  and accessories shown on the
installation  drawings  are  available from  Metal
Panels lnc. unless otherv`/ise noted.

The panels should be installed plumb, straight
and square to the eave.   To keep the bottom
edge  of the  roof perfectly  straight  and  even,
the  panels  must  be  installed  square  to  the
bottom  edge.    Begin  by checking the  roof for
square;  if it is square, you may pull the layout
marks directly from the edge of the rake.

If  the  roof  isn't  perfectly  square,   install  the
first panel parallel to your square line,  making
sure that the  Rake-J  clip does not hang over
the  gable  edge  of  the  roof  sheathing.    Any
overhang  of  the  rake  J-clip  can  prevent  the
rake trim from fitting tight against the rake.

Note  that  care  must  be  taken  when  aligning
metallic  panels;    all  metallic  panels  must  run
the  same direction  for a  uniform  appearance.
See directional arrows on the underside of the
panels and  make  certain that they all  run the
same direction.

18
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Panel Installation

1.   Panelsshould be installed perpendicular
to  the  ridge  for  ridge  trim  attachment.
Check panel alignment.

2.   Attach   Rake-J   clip   to   roof  with   low-

profile  pancake  screws  spaced  at  30"
on center.   Female leg of the first panel
rests inside J¢Iip.

3.    Align the female edge of the first panel
with the chalk like that was snapped  at
the rake edges.  This line can be 0" - 1
%" from the rake.

4.   Fasten    the    panel    along    the    male
edge  fastening  flange  with  low-profile
pancake  head  screws.     Special  care
has  to  be  taken  not  to  overdrive  the
screws   in   the   male   edge   fastening
flange.   The  screw flange  is  slotted  to
allow for slight panel  movement during
normal  expansion  and  contraction.  To
avoid  panel  distortion  and  to  allow for
maximum   expansion   and   contraction
of  the   panel,   the   screws   should   be
snugged against the flange,

19

but  not  so  snug  that  the  flange  deflects
under  the   screw   head.      To   allow  for
movement Of the panel towards the eave
or ridge,  place the fastener in the middle
of the 5/8" slot.  Panel will be hooked over
drip metal.

FASTENER SPACING

Maximum fastener spacing* for 16" wide
26 gauge panels with wind lc]ads up to 80
mph.

DECK THICKNESS                               SPACING

18" O.C.
21"  O.C.
24" O.C.

*Slot on  leg  may not coincide with above chart.

NOTE: UL90 is achieved by using a 5/8. thick
exposure sheathing span C-D, 40/20 plywood and
#10 x  1" long #2 phillips pancake head type A fas-
teners spaced  12u O.C. maximum with fasteners
installed through prepunctured slots in fastener
flange of panel, (UL Listed Con§Iruction Number
529)
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5.   Align  the  second   panel  female   edge
with    the    starter   panel    male    edge.
Panels  must  be  flush  to  one  another.
Remember,   panels  should  hook  onto
drip edge.

6.   Lightly    compress    and    snap    panels
together  at  the  seam.     Snap  panels
from the eave to the ridge.   Screw the
second  panel in place using  low-profile
pancake   screws   in   the   male   edge
fastening flange.

7.   Continue to apply panels as in steps 5
and 6.

Eave Termination

Panels  at the  eave  can  be  terminated  in  two
ways;      with   hems   (recommended)   or  with
fasteners.   Each  will depend  on the aesthetic
consideration  determined   by  the  installer  or
building owner.

20

Eave Termination without Fasteners
(Recommended)

Panels terminated with a hemming tool to
provide a smoother appearance.

§!gQ|:   Create a tab in the panel by outting a
notch in  both  sides of the panel.   Cut through
the male and female ribs 1 " up from panel end.
See illustration below.

§!§Q2:   Place the hemming tool over the tab
edge as shown below.

Step  3:   With  the  hemming  tool  bend  the tab
down and under to form a 1800 bend.
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Sts2QL4:  The panel is then ready to be installed              Eave Termination with Fasteners
over the  drip  edge  trim,  iising  the  lip  on  the
drip  edge trim to secure the  panel  in  place at
the eave.

\_p"E""

(Altemative)

Panels can be fastened along the eave with a
#10 x  1" painted  neoprene woodgrip fastener.
Use butyl tape under the panel.   Fasten along
a line parallel to the eave edge and 3" up from
the Cave edge.   The fasteners can be spaced
4"  apart  in  the  minor  rib  striations,  as  Shown
below.     When   using   the   drip   edge  trim   to
terminate  the  eave,  panels  must  be  ordered
approxjmately 2" longer than the ridge-to¢ave
length to account for the drip edge lip and the
panel's hem.

21
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Trim Installation Overview

On  runs of more than  10 f[.  that require more
than  one  length  of  trim,  overlap  the  pieces
by  3"  unless  otherwise  specified.    When  not
affecting    the    water-tightness    of   overiaps,
place  overlaps  such  that the  raw edges face
away  from  the  primary  ground-level  point  of
view.   Trim is attached with rivets or washered
screws; take care to drive the screws enough
to  compress  the  neoprene  washer,  but  not
enough to deflect the roofing or the trim.

The  critical  part  is finishing  the  ends  of each
trim run.   It may take more time and attention,
but cutting and folding the ends of the trim will

give the roof a more finished look.

Drip Edge

1.   Screw the drip edge to the decking, 30"
max. O.C.

2.   Notch the SSFFl  panels by 1" at the
ribs to create a tab of the panel width.

11

LEAVE TAB TO COVER FIANEL ENDS
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3.   Using a hemming tool, fold the panel
tab down and in,180° to form an open
hem.

4.   Slide panel over the drip edge, screw
into decking, and snap in next panel.

5.   Leave a tab when notching the rib,
and use sealant in panel ends.   Fold
over the tab end of the rib for a more
finished  look.



I
PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Rake Trim

1.   Install  the  continuous  rake j-clip  to  the
decking  before  installing  panels  using
pancake screws, 30" max O.C.

2.   If roof requires a partial panel, measure
width and add 1 ", then use a folding tool
to bend a goo leg.
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3.   For high wind areas, install the rake trim
with  pop-rivets 30"  O.C.   onto the  rake
Jclip,  then  using  panel  screws  along
the  outside edge of the  rake,  30"  max.
O.C.

4.   Rake trim comes standard at 10' 3", but
can be run up to 21  ft.   For longer runs,
overlap the rakes by 3", using a bead of
sea[ant between laps,
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PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Sidewall Trim

1.   Install roofing panels up to the sidewall.

2.   Install   sidewall   trim   onto   the   vertical
wall, over top of sidewall felt or icetwater
shield.      Sidewall  trim   should   overlap
roofing  rib  completely.    If  roof requires
a partial panel,  measure width and add
1", then use a folding tool to bend a 900
leg.

3.   Screw trim to sidewall  using  low-profile

pancake head woodgrips.

Overlap the trims by 3" using a bead of sealant
between laps

24
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PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Endwall Trim (Roof-to-Wall)

1.   Install roofing panels up to the endwall.
Install  Z¢losure  on  top  of  the  panel
along  the  endwall,  using  butyl  tape  to
ensure  proper sealing.   Z-closures  are
cut  to  width  to  fit  bet\^/een  the  major
ribs.   Trim ends of Z-closure to fit tightly
to   panel   ribs.      Use  three   low-profile
pancake  head  wood  grips  to  secure
Zclosure to panel.   Test-fit the endwall
trim onto the Ztlosure to locate position
of Z{losures.   Do not screw down the
Z€Iosures until you  are certain  of their
exact  location.    Use  butyl  tape  on  the
underside of each Z-closure.  Seal each
vertical  cut edge of Z-closures  using  a
bead of sealant.

2.   slide the open hem of the endwall trim
over the Z-closure and screw into the
endwal[.   Pop-rivet the endwall trim to
the Zdosures, between the panel ribs.
Do not install the pop-rivets into the
panel ribs.

3.   For endwall trim runs longer than  10 ft„
overlap the trims by 3", using a bead of
sealant between the laps.
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PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Valley Installation

1 .   Using a folding tool, hem the eave
bottom end of the valley 1" and slide
over the drip edge,  if used.   If flush drip
metal is used, fold valley hem down
over drip metal and pop-rivet in place.

2.   Install the valley to decking, placing
low-profile pancake head screws up as
far as possible on the high outsides of
the valley, 30" max O.C.

3.   Install valley cleats 4"-5" up from
the center valley rib using low-profile
pancake screws and sealant.  Seal the
cleat to the valley using butyl tape or
caulk.

HEM PANELS TO
ENGAGE CLEAT

HEM VALLEY EAVE
BOITOM EDGE
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4.   Fabricate an open hem on each panel
at the correct pitch for the valley.   Slide
the panel up to engage the cleat, snap
in the panel at the rib, and screw male
side of panel to decking.

5.   Seal the panel ends and leave a tab
when notching the rib.   Fold the tab
over the end of the rib for a more
finished lool(.

+..r`~-
VALLEY CLEAT
PANCAKE SCREWS` 30" O.C.



I
PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Change Of Pitch Transition Trim

1.   Install the lower roof panels per
instructions and attach Z-closures.
Trim ends of Z{Iosure to fit tlghtly
to panel ribs.   Use three low-profile
pancake head wood grips to secure
Z€Iosure to panel.  Test-fit onto
the Z-closure to locate position of
Z€losures.  Do not screw down the
Z¢losures until you are certain of their
exact location.  Use bufyl tape on the
underside of each Z-closure. Seal the
cut vertical edges of the Z-closure with
tube sealant.

2.   Slide the open hem of the Change Of
Pitch trim over the Z-closure and screw
the trim to the upper decking using
low-profile pancake head woodgrips.
Pop-rivet trim to Z¢lo§ures.
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3.   Install cleats 4"-5" up from the center
of Change Of Pitch trim using low-
profile pancake screws and sealant.
Seal the cleat to the trim using bufyl
tape or caulk. Apply panels to upper
roof overlapping COP transition by 5".

4.   Fabricate an open hem on each panel
at the correct pitch for the COP trim.
Slide the panel up to engage the cleat,
snap in the panel at the rib, and screw
male side of panel to decking.

5.   For longer runs, overlap trim by 6" and
apply two beads of sealant between
the laps.



I
PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Ridge Cap Trim

1.   Install panels on both sides Of roof up
to the ridge, and install Z-closures.
Trim ends of Z€losure to fit tightly
to panel ribs.   Use three low-profile
pancake head wood grips to secure
Z€Iosure to panel.  Test-fit the endwall
trim onto the Zclosure to locate
position of z{losures.  Do not screw
down the Z€losures until you are
certain of their exact location.  Use
butyl tape on the underside of each
Z{losure.  Seal the vertical cut edges
of the Z¢losure with tube sealant.

2.   Snap ridge cap over Z-closures and
pop-rivet to the Z€losures between the
panel ribs,

3.   When overlapping ridge cap, a notched
6" overlap is required.   Mpl Supplies
Hip and Ridge factory-notched for a
6" lap.   Pop-rivet with two beads of
sealant between the laps.

4.   Ridge caps can altemately be
assembled using Ridge-J or Vented
Ridge-J in place of the Z-closure.
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PRELIMINARY INSTALLATION GUIDE

Vented Ridge Cap Trim

1.   Install panels on both sides of roof up
to the ridge, and install Z-closures.
Trim ends of Zclosure to fit tightly
to panel ribs.   Use three low-profile
pancake head wood grips to secure
Zfllosure to panel.  Test-fit the endwall
trim onto the Z¢Iosure to locate
position of z€losures.   Do not screw
down the Z¢Iosures until you are
certain of their exact location.   Use
butyl tape on the underside of each
Ztlosure.  Seal the vertical cut edges
of the Z¢Iosure with tube sealant.

2.   Snap ridge cap over Z-closures and
pop-rivet to the Zclosures between the
panel ribs.

3.   When overlapping ridge cap, a notched
6" overlap is required.   Mpl supplies
Hip and Ridge factory-notched for a
6" lap.   Pop-rivet with two beads of
sealant between the laps.

4.   Ridge caps can alternately be
assembled using Ridge-J or Vented
RidgeL in place of the Z-closure.
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ACCESSORIES

Fasteners/Rivetstr i"-14 I 7ra. Lap
vaifebk] In  19 cobs

he4x„M.sD
For Shectioenchre,

avallable ln  19 colors

rm---_----
12-24   I 1  1A. DPS

Drives ap to 1 #. Thk* Stool
5.,6', 8' stocked

#1 2-1 4 x 3/4. Stich Sen3w
av8ifable in  18 Cobrs

?#Tz.2,-
stoclted in 1 9 ccbe

;;ii;p;i;,lava:;untq
wcut appllcatlons

pancake, i2x3ti-sD    ed

:]eptr:fl
#t. x 1 in., 2., 3.. I.5.. 6., 7.
for woes or up to 1 6ga`  mBtal

=T:&ocke-d
Skylights

AG pros les stocked ln 8` a  1 2' IBnglhs

R profile stocked in  1 2' length

Both AG a Ft a(acted ln
c]car and soft,white
Flat Loc stocked ln  8' white

Pipe Flashing
Gray, RBtrtrft a SJBcone thigh temp`)

#1.    1/4. -2.

ae.   1/4. . 5-
as   4.-7.

ce:   8. -13.
ro;   10.  -18.

Insulation

Sizes: 3', 4' a 6' `^nde ctocked
in 53' a 103' kng  rolls

3-  vinywaceo  lr[8Lilaton,

cLlt to size by heal foci availatle

R+ Heat8hieid Redlanl Barrier
Afrohoard Farfdd. 4' I 50'
Bubbt:  houbtlc[`, 4. a G. I i25' w/ cape a tabs
in rdecthiB/rfective, rctedive^white,
slngLe & double b`Ibble, meets ASTM E8408

lnsulationTape

Patch Tape - 3- I  1 Sol
For relnforted whyl applicatiems

Fofl Tape -3-I  15o',
Vmute Tape . 3. x 180'
For hobbb msufation

Doublet;ided Tape -  1 1 Az-x 180'

ti`.

EE:aERE,

Closure -Die-Cut Foam & Expandable A10 Universal

Sealants
Buty'Tape
SinglE>bead, doubbbead a tnplebend avaitabb
3RE-x3©'.x45..    iro-xl.x5o',    3/i6.x2i¢.12o.

Caulking
MBtal Roof Soalent (ctcekod in 30   colt]re )

Accessories

i      i{;a.earih i6.a,ha
>:       .                 Onde6cpetlaled.lor240.)

Toudmup Paln|

Gee Purllns 3', 4., 6', 8.
Zee Purlln8 4., 8.

2. x 2" Base Anol8

Rctro.Ease
shm9lo §pacer

Snow guards,
Zale§ki a SnowBk7x

•S.,i.+ed=henngundFq:qrr#
fprfrodeund,#Ei¥

-_)

)

I

|Ei- 1
S.ding Door
Fnducts

Stocked in AG,  R & Flat Loo Prod les

A.10  Fife pro@es Lip to  1 itl deep
Avlian GEes
1 -x 1 1ff I 20. for AG A Flat Lee pande`
1 itr I 1 itr x 15` for R pants

Unlversal Rldoe Vent aasure stockea
n  10' lDint8

:%:3'i#;.r#ngtseven'closures

Concrete Anchors
Arch()r Bats,   5/8. x 12., 5/8. x 15.`

3/4. x 1 5., 3A. I 1 a.,
3/1. x 24.,  1 . x 24.

Wedge andws            mrtye sizes ava3able

Noirin cochora sizB8; Ifl. x 1 ". siooked
up to 2' available

--
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I
ACCESSORIES

Tools

SOO bl' for
dver lnstal]atlen

concrete bits ctocked in 1 /4', 3m. a itr

Nutseters    =T±
SE!e9:  1/4".  5H6'  I 3/8.

Metal Saw BIade:
Siz®. 7. for steal,
9. for thlck 8teel

Hand & Power 5eamers available
for rental or sale.

Flat Sheets

419/16.  x  10'   -  26 ga. 22  colors

4` I 10'   -  24 ga. 31  cokms

4' x 10'  -16,18,20,22,24,26ga.  goiv8nbed
4` x 10'   -  24, 26 ga. painlgrip galvanized
3' I 10'  -  16az Copper
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I
STANDARD TRIMS

RAKE  METAL  1.
i                 2.0                  i

F3AKE  J-CLIP

0.5

STANDARD 12h RIDGE CAP

VENTED Z-CLOSURE                Z-CLOSU RE

c.I.R,,L+

RIDGE J METAL

i                      2'75                     i

;N%E,'E--_I    I.
I

''i

OULK a              CHANI OF PITCHPch-
. OpTroNAL CLEAT

a.EN/
NOTCH  FOR LAP

(LEFTfllGHT)

coLaeEL
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TRANSITION




